
Dynamially maintaining split graphs�Pinar Heggernesy Federio ManiniyAugust 2, 2007AbstratWe present an algorithm that supports operations for modifying a split graph by adding edges orverties and deleting edges, suh that after eah modi�ation the graph is repaired to beome a splitgraph in a minimal way. In partiular, if the graph is not split after the modi�ation, the algorithmomputes a minimal, or if desired even a minimum, split ompletion or deletion of the modi�edgraph. The motivation for suh operations is similar to the motivation for fully dynami algorithmsfor partiular graph lasses. In our ase we allow all modi�ations to the graph and repair, ratherthan allowing only modi�ations that keep the graph split. Fully dynami algorithms of the latterkind are known for split graphs [24℄.Our results an be used to design linear time algorithms for some reognition and ompletionproblems, where the input is supplied in an on-line fashion.1 IntrodutionSplit graphs are a well-studied graph lass disovered independently at the end of the '60s by Gy�arf�asand Lehel [6℄ and Hammer and F�oldes [14℄. They an be reognized in time O(n +m) for input graphswith n verties and m edges [15, 16℄ and they have very important algorithmi and theoretial relevane[3, 15, 34, 35℄ as well as various generalizations [4, 2, 30, 31℄. A fully dynami algorithm for split graphs,namely an algorithm that supports queries for edge addition and deletion, and update after deleting oradding an edge if this keeps the graph split, was given by Ibarra [23, 24℄. His algorithm is based onthe haraterization of split graphs by their degree sequenes [16℄, and eah query or update for edgeaddition or edge deletion takes onstant time, after an initial linear-time preproessing. The algorithmthat we present in this paper is based on a more powerful struture: the 3-partition de�ned reently bythe authors [17℄. This struture allows us to support the following additional operations: adding a newvertex or edge to the graph and deleting an edge from the graph also when this operation does not keepthe graph split, in whih ase we an repair it into a split graph in a minimal way. In partiular, in theaddition ase, the user has the hoie to add a minimal set of edges to repair the graph, while in the edgedeletion ase, a minimal set of edges an be removed from the urrent graph to make it split again.The motivation for studying partiular graph lasses is that inputs arising from some appliationssatisfy ertain properties. Using these properties, problems that are intratable in general an be solvedin polynomial time for these inputs. Many times the data orresponding to the input an be erroneous,suh that the assumed properties are not satis�ed. In suh ases, it is desirable to be able to repairthe input in a minimal or minimum way to �t the properties of the appliation. Furthermore, dataand desired modi�ations might be supplied in an on-line fashion, whih is partiularly interesting formaintaining databases. This is the main motivation behind studying minimal and minimum modi�ationsexplained above, and similar operations have been given for ographs, hordal, interval and omparabilitygraphs [7, 20, 18, 29℄. Vertex inremental algorithms are well studied algorithms where the input graph�This work is supported by the Researh Counil of Norway through grant 166429/V30.yDepartment of Informatis, University of Bergen, N-5020 Bergen, Norway. Emails: pinar�ii.uib.no andfederio�ii.uib.no 1



is supplied one vertex at a time. There exists a variety of them for various problems and, beause of theirnature, they often follow from dynami algorithms [1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 27, 39℄. The operation foradding a new vertex that we present in this paper, for example, very easily leads to the following two newvertex inremental algorithms: A ertifying algorithm that reognizes split graphs in time linear in thesize of the input graph, and an algorithm for omputing a minimal split ompletion of an arbitrary graphin time linear in the size of the output graph. Note that for both problems, algorithms exist for solvingthem within these time bounds [17, 19℄, however none of the existing algorithms is vertex inremental.In our algorithm, adding a new vertex x, with a given neighborhood Nx in the urrent graph, takesO(jNxj+ jAxj) time, where Ax is the minimal set of additional neighbors that are given to x to keep thegraph split. In the ase of adding an edge uv, the minimal update operation adds either an inlusionminimal set of edges Au inident to u or an inlusion minimal set of edges Av inident to v, in addition touv, and the time required for this update is either O(d(u) + jAuj) or O(d(v) + jAv j), aording to whihendpoint we hoose. In ase of deleting an edge uv, the minimal update operation removes an inlusionminimal set of edges from one of the endpoints of uv, and the time required for this update is O(d(v))or O(d(u)), aording to the hosen endpoint. If a modi�ation step does not require repairing, then theminimal additional set will be empty and the update an be performed in onstant time. We would liketo mention that, if desired, our algorithm an be used as a fully dynami algorithm for split graphs byturning o� the operations that allow hanges that destroy the split property. In that ase, all operationsmath the running time of Ibarra's algorithm [24℄.Finally, our dynami algorithm allows us also to add or delete in linear time a minimum set ofadditional edges when a modi�ation does not keep the graph split and the update is still desired.From this follows that the following problems an be solved in linear time: Computing minimum splitompletions of split+1v and split+1e graphs, and omputing minimum split deletions of split�1e graphs(these are the graph lasses that ontain all graph that an be obtain, respetively, adding a vertex,adding an edge, and deleting an edge from a split graph). Similar results have been shown for ographs[37℄. In addition we an also give a ertifying algorithm for reognizing suh lasses in linear time, usinga slight modi�ation of the inremental algorithm for the reognition of split graphs. Although it followsfrom a result of Cai [8℄ that these lasses an be reognized in polynomial time, it was not known whetherthey ould be reognized in linear time and, in partiular, no erti�ation algorithm was given.We would like to mention that when we repair the graph in a minimal way, the additional set ofedges are always added inident to one single vertex. We will give a more tehnial explanation for thisin the last setion, but the main motivation is that we want ensure that suh operations are useful forvertex inremental algorithms as mentioned above and beause it is reasonable that a user do not want tointrodue hanges in the input graph that is already split. When the user hooses to repair in a minimumway, instead, edges are added or deleted inident to several verties.In the next setion, we introdue some notation and list some results from [17℄ that will be used inthis paper. In Setion 3 we haraterize the situations where a vertex addition, an edge addition, andan edge deletion of a split graph keeps the graph split. The operations for updating and repairing thegraph in a minimal way after vertex addition, edge addition, and edge deletion, are given in Setions4.2.1, 4.2.4, and 4.2.2, respetively. In Setion 5 we show how to repair the graph in a minimum way,and �nally in Setion 6 we disuss the algorithms that an easily be obtained from our results.2 De�nitions and bakgroundAll graphs in this paper are simple and undireted. For a graph G = (V;E), we let n = jV j and m = jEj.We will also use V (G) and E(G) to denote the vertex and edge sets of a graph, respetively. The set ofneighbors, or the neighborhood of a vertex v 2 V is denoted by NG(v) = fu j uv 2 Eg, or simply N(v) ifthere is no ambiguity, and the degree of v is d(v) = jN(v)j. The neighborhood of a set of verties S � Vis de�ned as N(S) = Sx2S N(x) n S. A vertex is alled universal if it is adjaent to all other verties inthe graph, and it is alled isolated if it has no neighbors. An indued subgraph of G = (V;E) over a setof verties U � V , is the graph G[U ℄ = (U;EU ), where EU = fuv 2 E j u; v 2 Ug. The omplement G of2



G onsists of all verties of G and uv 2 E(G) if and only if uv =2 E(G).A set of verties K � V is a lique if G[K℄ is omplete. A set of verties I � V is an independentset if no two verties of I are adjaent in G. We use !(G) to denote the size of a largest lique in G,and �(G) to denote the size of a largest independent set in G. Although omputing �(G) and !(G) areNP-hard problems for an arbitrary graph G, when G is a split graph �(G) and !(G) an be omputedin linear time [15, 16℄.A graph G = (V;E) is a split graph if there is a partition V = I + K of its vertex set into anindependent set I and a lique K. Suh a partition is alled a split partition of G. Split graphs anbe reognized and a split partition an be found in linear time [16℄. A split partition is not neessarilyunique. The following theorem from [16℄ states the possible partition on�gurations.Theorem 1 (Hammer and Simeone [16℄) Let G = (V;E) be a split graph with a split partition V = I+K.Exatly one of the following onditions holds:1. jI j = �(G) and jKj = !(G)(in this ase the partition I +K is unique),2. jI j = �(G) and jKj = !(G)�1(in this ase there exists a vertex x 2 I suh that K [ fxg is a lique),3. jI j = �(G)�1 and jKj = !(G)(in this ase there exists a vertex y 2 K suh that I [ fyg is independent).Split graphs are hereditary, whih means that every indued subgraph of a split graph is also a splitgraph [15℄. For the following result, note that a simple yle on k verties is denoted by Ck and that aomplete graph on k verties is denoted by Kk. Thus 2K2 is the graph that onsists of 2 isolated edges.Chordal graphs are the graphs that do not ontain an indued Ck for k � 4.Theorem 2 (F�oldes and Hammer [14℄) Let G be an undireted graph. The following onditions areequivalent:1. G is a split graph.2. G and G are hordal graphs.3. G ontains no indued subgraph isomorphi to 2K2; C4 or C5.For a given arbitrary graph G = (V;E), a split graph H = (V;E [F ), with E \F = ;, is alled a splitompletion of G. The edges in F are alled �ll edges. H is a minimum split ompletion of G if there isno set F 0 with jF 0j < jF j suh that (V;E [ F 0) is a split graph. Minimum split ompletions are NP-hardto ompute [36℄. H is a minimal split ompletion of G if (V;E [ F 0) fails to be a split graph for everyproper subset F 0 of F . Minimal split ompletions an be omputed in linear time [17℄. A minimal splitdeletion is an edge-maximal split subgraph on the same vertex set.A graph is split+1v (split+1e) if it ontains a vertex (edge) whose deletion from the graph results ina split graph. A graph is split�1e if a split graph an be obtained by adding an edge to it.Throughout the paper we will be using results from [17℄, most of whih are based on a new kind ofpartition for split graphs. A 3-partition of the verties V of a split graph G = (V;E) onsists of threesets V = S + C +Q (Stable set, Clique and eQuivalent verties) de�ned as follows:S = fv 2 V j d(v) < !(G)� 1g C = fv 2 V j d(v) > !(G)� 1g Q = fv 2 V j d(v) = !(G)� 1gThis partition is obviously unique, however it has been de�ned only to overome the ambiguity ausedby the many possible split partitions a split graph an have; therefore, when a graph has a unique splitpartition V = I+K, we set S = I , C = K and Q = ;, so that S might ontain also the verties of degree!(G)� 1.The uniqueness of a split partition an be heked by Theorem 1 and by the following lemma, heneit is easy to maintain the 3-partition orretly. In our dynami algorithm, we will have a global variable3



that indiates at all times whether or not the urrent graph has a unique split partition, thus Q will beempty exatly when the graph has a unique split partition.The following properties follows quite easily from the de�nition of 3-partition, but they will be veryuseful to simplify many of the proofs in the paper.Lemma 3 ([17℄) A split graph G = (V;E) with 3-partition V = S + C +Q has a unique split partitionV = I +K if and only if jCj = !(G).Property 4 ([17℄) Given a split graph G = (V;E) and its 3-partition V = S+C+Q, any split partitionV = I +K of G satis�es S � I and C � K.Property 5 ([17℄) Let G = (V;E) be a split graph with 3-partition V = S + C +Q. Every vertex of Qis adjaent to all verties of C and to no vertex of S.Lemma 6 ([17℄) Let G = (V;E) be a split graph with 3-partition V = S + C +Q. One of the followingis true:1. Q is a lique and jCj+ jQj = !(G).2. Q is an independent set, jCj = !(G)� 1, and jQj � 2.Property 7 If a split graph G = (V;E) with 3-partition V = S + C +Q has a unique split partition orQ is a lique, then eah vertex in C has at least one neighbor in S.Proof. It has been proved in [17℄ that this is true when G has a unique partition. When Q is a lique,Q [ C is the maximum lique of the graph by Lemma 6, so let us assume for the sake of ontraditionthat a vertex  2 C does not have any neighbor in S. This means that all neighbors of  are in C [ Q,hene d() = ! � 1, ontraditing the fat the it belongs to C by the de�nition of 3-partition.Notie that when there is only one vertex in Q, Q is both an independent set and a lique, but weassume it to be a lique unless we speify di�erently. This means that if Q is an independent set, so itontains at least 2 verties, then S might be even empty, so that the verties of C do not neessary havea neighbor in S.The following theorem is one of the main results in [17℄ and haraterizes minimal split ompletions,so it will be useful for the update operations when we need to repair the graph in a minimal way.Theorem 8 ([17℄) Let H = (V;E + F ) be a split ompletion of an arbitrary graph G = (V;E), and letV = S+C +Q be the 3-partition of H. H is a minimal split ompletion of G if and only if eah �ll edgehas both its endpoints in C.Finally we give two results that will allow us to express deletion operations in terms of addition andvie versa, thanks to the fat that split graphs are self omplementary.Lemma 9 Let G = (V;E) be a split graph with 3-partition V = S +C +Q. Then V = S +C +Q is the3-partition of G with S = C and C = S.Proof. Let us denote ! = !(G), !(G) = ! and � and � similarly. By Theorem 1 we know that eitherjV j = ! + � if the split partition is unique, or jV j = ! + � � 1 otherwise. Also, sine split graphs areperfet, we know that � = !, hene either jV j = ! + ! or jV j = ! + ! � 1. If the split partition of G isunique, it follows immediately that also the split partition of G is unique, so Q = Q = ; in both graphs.Also, in this ase, we know that dG(s) � ! � 1 for eah s 2 S and dG() > ! � 1 for eah  2 C. HenedG(s) � (jV j � 1)� (! � 1) and dG() < (jV j � 1)� (! � 1). Substituting jV j we get dG(s) � ! > ! � 1and dG() < ! � ! � 1, proving that S = C and C = S. If the split partition is not unique, we an useexatly the same argument with jV j = ! + ! � 1, dG(s) < ! � 1, dG() > ! � 1 and d(q) = ! � 1 foreah vertex q 2 Q. In this ase we get dG(s) > ! � 1, dG() < ! � 1 and dG(q) = ! � 1, proving thestatement.From Lemma 9 and Theorem 8, it is straightforward to give the following.Theorem 10 Let H = (V;E n F ) be a split deletion of an arbitrary graph G = (V;E), and let V =S +C +Q be the 3-partition of H. H is a minimal split ompletion of G if and only if all the endpointsof the deleted edges are in S. 4



3 Charaterizing vertex/edge addition and edge removalIn this setion we give three theorems to haraterize, in terms of 3-partition, when the addition of avertex, the addition of an edge and the deletion of an edge from a split graph, keeps the graph split. Westart with the vertex addition. Also, given the theorem for the edge addition, the edge deletion will easilyfollow by the self-omplementarity of split graphs.Theorem 11 Given a split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition V = S + C +Q, and a vertex x =2 V witha set of neighbors Nx � V , Gx = (V [ fxg; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg) is a split graph if and only if one of thefollowing holds:1. jNxj � !(G)� 1, Nx � C [Q, and Q is a lique or empty2. jNxj � !(G)� 1, Nx � C [Q, jNx \Qj � 1, and Q is an independent set3. jNxj > !(G)� 1, C � Nx, jNx \Qj � jQj � 1, and Q is a lique or empty4. jNxj > !(G)� 1, C � Nx, and Q is an independent setProof.(Only if) For this diretion of the proof, we assume that Gx is split, and for eah possible ase weshow that one of the four listed onditions must hold or we an �nd a forbidden subgraph in Gx.Case 1:jNxj � !(G) � 1 and Q is a lique or empty. In this ase we prove that Gx is split only ifNx � C [Q, so that Condition 1 holds. Let us keep in mind that in this ase jCj+ jQj = !(G) by Lemma6. Assume for the sake of ontradition that x is adjaent to a vertex s 2 S. Then x has at most !(G)�2neighbors belonging to C [ Q. Besides, if Q is a lique with at least two verties, then x must have atleast jQj � 1 neighbors in Q or we get a 2K2 indued by fq1; q2; x; sg, for two verties q1; q2 2 Q nNx.We an onlude that if S \Nx 6= ;, there exists at least one vertex  2 C that is not adjaent to x inGx. Now we onsider three situations.If Nx \ N() \ S = ; then by Property 7 there exists s1 2 N() \ (S n Nx) suh that f; s1; x; sgindues a 2K2 in Gx.If Nx \N() \ S � 2, let s1; s2 2 Nx \N() \ S. Then f; s1; x; s2g indues a C4 in Gx.If Nx\N()\S = fs1g, then we have some ases to onsider. If x has at least one neighbor q 2 Q, weget a C4 = fx; s1; ; qg. If x has no neighbors in Q, then Q has either one single element q or it is empty.In either ase s1 annot be adjaent to all C, hene there exists at least another vertex 1 2 C that is notadjaent to s1. If x is adjaent to 1 we get a C4 = fx; s1; ; 1g. Otherwise we an �nd a vertex s2 2 Sadjaent to 1 by Property 7, suh that, either x is inident to s2 and we get a C5 = fx; s1; ; 1; s2g, or,if s2 is not adjaent to x, we get a 2K2 = fs; x; s2; 1g.Case 2: jNxj � !(G)� 1, and Q is an independent set. In this ase we prove that Condition 2 mustbe satis�ed, showing that Nx � C [ Q and jNx \ Qj � 1. We an assume that Q is an independentset of size at least two, or we are in the previous ase with jQj = 1. We �rst show that x annot beadjaent to more than one vertex of Q in Gx. Assume on the ontrary that x is adjaent to at least twoverties q1 and q2 of Q. Thus there is at least one vertex  in C whih x is not adjaent to, beausejCj = !(G)�1. Sine every vertex of Q is adjaent to every vertex of C by Property 5, the set fx; q1; ; q2gindues a C4 in Gx. Hene jNx \ Qj � 1. Now, we must also show that Nx � C [ Q, so we assumefor the sake of ontradition that x is adjaent to at least one vertex s 2 S. This implies that, sinejNx \ (C [Q)j � !(G) � 2 and jCj = !(G) � 1, there exists at least one vertex  2 C to whih x is notadjaent. If x is adjaent to a vertex q 2 Q, either  is also inident to s and we get a C4 = fx; s; ; qg,or for any other vertex q1 2 (Q n fqg) there is 2K2 = fx; s; ; q1g. Let us now assume x has no neighborsin Q. If  is not inident to s we get a 2K2 = fx; s; ; qg for any q 2 Q, otherwise there exists a vertex1 2 C that is not inident to s (or s would belong to Q), and either we get a 2K2 = fx; s; 1; qg if x is notinident to 1, or a C4 = fx; s; ; 1g otherwise. All possibilities lead to a forbidden indued subgraph,ontraditing that Gx is split, hene S \Nx = ;. 5



Case 3: jNxj > !(G) � 1 and Q is a lique or empty. In this ase we show that Condition 3 musthold, namely C � Nx and jNx\Qj � jQj�1, or Gx is not a split graph. When x has no edges to S, thenjNxj = !(G), meaning that it is adjaent to all verties of C and Q, so Condition 3 is satis�ed. What isleft to show is that when x is adjaent to at least one vertex s 2 S, then it must also be adjaent to atleast jQj � 1 verties of Q and all C. Assume on the ontrary that there are two verties q1 and q2 in Qwhih are not adjaent to x in Gx. Sine s is not adjaent to any vertex of Q, we get a 2K2 = fx; s; q1; q2g,ontraditing that Gx is split. Thus x is adjaent to at least jQj � 1 verties in Q. It remains to showthat all verties of C are adjaent to x in Gx. Assume on the ontrary that there is a vertex  2 C whihis not in Nx, then the proof goes exatly as in ase 1.Case 4: jNxj > !(G)� 1, and Q is an independent set. In this ase we show that Gx annot be splitunless C � Nx, so that Condition 4 is satis�ed. We an assume that jQj � 2 or we an onsider it alique and use ase 3. Assume for the sake of ontradition that there is a vertex  in C whih is notadjaent to x in Gx. Then, by the proof of ase 2 we know that x annot be adjaent to more than onevertex of Q, hene, sine its degree is at least !(G), it must be adjaent to at least one vertex of S. Inthis situation we an use the rest of proof of ase 2 to show that if C \Nx 6= C we always get a forbiddensubgraph, ontraditing that Gx is split.(If) Now we assume that one of the four onditions listed in the theorem holds, and we show that Gxis a split graph giving a split partition V [ fxg = I +K of it.Assume that jNxj � !(G) � 1, Nx � C [ Q, and Q is a lique or empty. Then I = S [ fxg andK = C [Q.Assume that jNxj � !(G) � 1, Nx � C [ Q, jNx \ Qj � 1, and Q is an independent set. ThenI = S [ fxg [ (Q n fqg) and K = C [ fqg, where q 2 Q \Nx.Assume that jNxj > !(G) � 1, C � Nx, jNx \ Qj � jQj � 1, and Q is a lique or empty. ThenI = S [ fqg and K = C [ fxg [ (Q n fqg), if Q nNx = fqg, or I = S and K = C [Q [ fxg otherwise.Assume that jNxj > !(G)� 1, C � Nx, and Q is an independent set or empty. Then I = S [Q andK = C [ fxg.Lemma 12 Given a split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition V = S + C + Q, and two verties a; b 2 Vsuh that ab =2 E, Gab = (V;E [ fabg) fails to be a split graph if and only if a; b 2 S.Proof. There are four possibilities regarding whih set eah of a and b belongs to: they an both belongto S, one an belong to S and the other to either C or Q, or they an both belong to Q (only if Q is anindependent set). We will show that Gab is not split exatly in the �rst ase.Assume that a; b 2 S. If jQj � 2, then if Q is a lique, fa; b; q1; q2g indues a 2K2 in Gab for every twoverties q1; q2 2 Q. Otherwise, sine Q is an independent set, there exists a vertex  2 (C nN(a)). Now,if  =2 N(b), then fa; b; ; qg indues a 2K2 in Gab for eah q 2 Q, otherwise there exists 1 2 N(a) nN(b)and fa; b; ; 1g indues a C4 in Gab. Let us assume jQj � 1. Then by Property 7 we know that eahvertex  2 C must have at least a neighbor in S, and eah vertex in S must have at least a non-neighborin C. Hene, if N(a) � N(b) (or N(b) � N(a)), there must exists  2 C n N(b) and  must have aneighbor s 2 S with s 6= a; b. In this ase f; s; a; bg indues a 2K2 in Gab. Otherwise there exist a vertexx 2 N(a) nN(b) and a vertex y 2 N(b) nN(a) suh that fx; a; b; yg indues a C4 in Gab.For the remaining ases, let us reall that we an always �nd a split partition of G where at leastone vertex of Q is in K and another one in I , and S � I for every I . Choosing suh verties to be theendpoints of ab, we always add the edge between K and I , so that V = K+I is also a valid split partitionof Gab. Hene Gab is split.From Lemma 9 and 12, the edge deletion rule follows.Lemma 13 Given a split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition is V = S + C + Q, and an edge ab 2 E,G�ab = (V;E n fabg) fails to be a split graph if and only if a; b 2 C.6



4 Implementation4.1 The data strutureIn this setion we desribe how to implement the 3-partition as a data struture and we give the detailsneeded to justify the running time of the operations that will be analyzed in the next setions.Given an input graph G represented with an adjaeny list, as an initial preproessing step, we an�nd the degrees of all verties in linear time and store the values in a variable for eah vertex. Using thedegrees, !(G) an be found in linear time, as well [16℄. After this, the verties an be partitioned intoS, C, and Q aording to their degrees, in linear time. The sets S and C, are eah represented by anobjet ontaining a degree array of n elements where eah element d of the array has two pointers: oneto an objet ontaining the label of the set, and one to a list of elements representing the verties in thatset with degree d. We all suh a list, a degree list Lid, with i 2 fS;Cg. Eah element in a degree listpoints both to the objet with the label of the set it belongs to, and to the orresponding vertex of thegraph. There an therefore be up to n labels for a set, but only one for eah degree list. Besides, wekeep a pointer to the maximum and minimum non empty element of the degree array, and, from the lastelement of a degree list, we have a double pointer to the �rst element of its and the next degree list inthe array.Notie also that, sine in Q all verties have always the same degree, we do not need a degree array,but just a simple list of elements representing the verties in Q and a label to whih they all point.However we maintain one more variable for Q that holds a value from f0; 1; 2g, indiating, respetively,whether Q is empty, a lique, or an independent set (of size at least 2, or we onsider it a lique). Thisinformation an be updated and aessed in onstant time.Eventually, we also maintain a variable with the size of the maximum lique of the graph and eahvertex of the graph has a double pointer to its orresponding element in a degree list.This way, �nding out whih set a given vertex belongs to or its degree, deleting a given vertex from aset, and adding a given vertex to a set take eah onstant time. Consequently, moving a given set A ofverties, takes at most O(jAj) time.Given this struture, to san or return a set of the 3-partition takes time linear in the size of theset, beause the degree lists are all onneted by pointers, so we an just san them one after the other,starting with the one orresponding to the minimum degree in the array, to whih we have a pointer aswell.As we said, the size of a degree array is n, but sine we allow addition of verties to the graph, forevery suh operation we should inrease the size of the array by 1. This an be done in amortized onstanttime using dynami arrays, or alloating from the beginning an array of size n+n0, where n0 is an upperbound to the number of possible vertex additions given by the user of the algorithm. Notie that this issomething every dynami algorithm has to deal with, independently from the 3-partition.Now we give a lemma about the running time of some spei� operations on this data struture, thatwill be useful when analyzing the running time of the algorithms in the next setions.Lemma 14 Let X;Y 2 fS;C;Qg for the 3-partition V = C+S+Q of a split graph G = (V;E), and let Abe a subset of the degree list LXd . All verties of Xd = LXd nA an be moved to Y in time O(maxfjAj; 1g),if LYd ontains a onstant number of elements.Proof. In O(jAj) time it is possible to remove all elements of A from LXd , so that we get a new degreelist L1 = A where all elements point to a new label X , while the urrent LXd is now equal to Xd. Nowin onstant time we an replae LXd with L1 and attah Xd to LYd . Sine by assumption LYd ontains aonstant number of elements, we an move their pointers from their urrent label to the label of Xd, andhange the value of suh label from X to Y .Therefore the overall running time to moveXd to a set Y and update the urrent setX , isO(maxfjAj; 1g),sine if A = ;, LXd = Xd and we an move it to Y in onstant time.7



4.2 OperationsIn this setion we show how to update eÆiently the data struture of the graph after the addition ordeletion of a new vertex or edge. Exept for the vertex deletion, in whih ase the resulting graph isalways split, we also give algorithms to repair the graph in a minimal way after every modi�ation thatdoes not keep it split.Let G = (V;E) be the split graph given as input with its 3-partition. Given a vertex x inident to aset Nx � V , we show that a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gx = (V [ fxg; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg) and theorresponding 3-partition an be omputed in time O(jNxj+ jF j) = dG0(x). It follows that if Gx is split,we an update its 3-partition in time O(jNxj). When deleting an edge b, we all the resulting graph G�aband we give an algorithm that an ompute a minimal split deletion G0 of G�ab and the orresponding3-partition in time minfdG(a); dG(b)g. In partiular, heking whether G�ab is still split, and updateits 3-partition if so, an be done in onstant time. Using the edge deletion algorithm we give a vertexdeletion algorithm that, given a vertex x to remove from G, updates the 3-partition of G � x in timeO(dG(x)). Finally, the edge addition ase an be easily handled using a vertex deletion and a vertexaddition operation. That is, given an edge ab to add to G, if the resulting graph Gab is not split, we �rstremove the endpoint of ab of minimum degree from G, and then we add it bak with the new edge abinident to it. This means that a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gab and its 3-partition an be omputedin time O(maxfdG0(a); dG0(b)g). If Gab is split instead, we an update the 3-partition in onstant time.Let us reall that, as we mentioned in the introdution, all �ll edges will be adjaent only to the newvertex or to one of the endpoints of the added/deleted edge.4.2.1 Vertex additionWe begin with an observation that will help simplifying the analysis of the running time. Then we givethe algorithm that omputes a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gx and its 3-partition in ase Gx is notsplit. Notie that we an always �nd a minimal split ompletion of Gx adding edges only to x, beauseadding a universal vertex to a split graph, keeps the resulting graph split.Observation 15 Let G = (V;E) be a split graph with 3-partition V = S+C+Q and Gx = (V [fxg; E[Ex) the split graph with 3-partition V [ fxg = S0 + C 0 +Q0. Then C � C 0 and S � S0.Proof. C � C 0 beause either !(G) = !(Gx), or !(Gx) = !(G)+1 and x is inident to all C by Theorem11. This means that the degree of the verties of C remains stritly higher than !(Gx)� 1 when addingx, so that they will belong to C 0 in Gx. Using the same argument on G and Gx, by Lemma 9 we get thatS � S0.Theorem 16 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with 3-partition V = S + C +Q, a vertex x =2 V ,and a set Nx � V , a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gx = (V [ fxg; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg) and the3-partition V [ fxg = S0 + C 0 +Q0 of G0 an be omputed in time O(dG0 (x)).Proof. Using Theorem 11 we an hek whether Gx is split in O(jNxj) time. If so, Gx = G0 and its3-partition an be omputed in O(jNxj) time as well by Observation 15 and Lemma 14. By Observation15, none of the verties in C and S needs to be moved, hene the update onsists in updating the degree ofthe verties in Nx by one, just plaing x in one of the three sets and possibly move either the set Nx\Q toC, or Q nNx to S, or both. This beause all verties in Q have the same degree. Therefore, when addingx, the degree of the verties in Nx \Q inreases by one and they either stay in Q0 if !(G0) = !(G) + 1,or they must move to C 0. On the other hand, the degree of the verties in Q nNx does not hange, sothey stay in Q0 if !(G0) = !(G) or must move to S0 otherwise. The running time follows from Lemma14: At most jNxj verties might have to go to C 0, so we an move them in O(jNxj) time; Moving Q nNxto S0 an be done again in O(jNxj) time beause the set A of Lemma 14 in this ase is exatly Nx \ Qand no verties in S0 have degree !(G)� 1.Assume now that Gx is not split. Then we an �nd a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gx and updatethe 3-partition in O(dG0 (x)) using Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion.8



Algorithm: Minimal-vertex-ompletionInput: A split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition V = S+C+Q, a vertex x =2 V , and a set Nx � V .Output: A minimal split ompletion G0 of Gx = (V [ fxg; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg), and the3-partition V [ fxg = S0 + C 0 +Q0 of G0.If Nx \ S 6= ; and Q is a lique thenIf jNx \Qj � jQj � 1 then (1a)Let q be a vertex of Q nNx;F = fxy j y 2 (C nNx) [ (Q nNx n fqg)g;S0 = S [ fqg; C 0 = C [ (Q n fqg) [ fxg; Q0 = ;;ElseIf Nx \Q = Q then (1b)F = fxy j y 2 C nNxg;S0 = S; C 0 = C [ fxg; Q0 = Q;EndIfElseIf Q is an independent set then (2)F = fxy j y 2 C nNxg;S0 = S [ (Q nNx); C 0 = C [ fxg; Q0 = Nx \Q;EndIfG0 = (V [ fxg; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg [ F );Let us prove the orretness of the algorithm �rst, keeping in mind that we want to add �ll edgesonly inident to x. If Q is a lique, then Gx is not split only if Nx \ S 6= ; and Nx \ C 6= C and/orjNx\Qj < jQj� 1. In this ase we an only add edges to x in order to satisfy ondition 3 of Theorem 11,namely make x inident to C and at least jQj � 1 verties of Q. Cases 1a and 1b of Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion, over all suh possibilities. If Q is an independent set, then Gx is not split only ifNx\C 6= C, so the only way to �x the graph is overed by ase 2 of Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion,that make x inident to C satisfying ondition 4 of Theorem 11.Cheking that the sets S0, C 0, and Q0 are orret is straightforward sine, given F , we know !(Gx)and the new degrees of the verties of G. Finally, observe that in eah ase both endpoints of every edgein F are in C 0, ensuring that the omputed split ompletion is minimal by Theorem 8.We have already shown at the beginning of the proof that if G0 if split, the 3-partition an be updatedin time O(jNxj). Hene, given the �ll edges inident to x that make the graph split again, we an performthe update in time O(jNxj+ jF j) = O(dG0(x)). What is left to prove is that the set of verties to be madeinident to x an be found within the same time bound. By Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion, wealways make all verties of C adjaent to x, but jCj � jNxj+ jF j, so this operation takes O(jNxj + jF j)time. Sometimes we also need to san Q, but then we will make x adjaent to all verties of Q exeptone vertex, meaning that jCj+ jQj � 1 = jNxj+ jF j, so that O(jCj + jQj) = O(jNxj+ jF j).We end this setion with the following observation whih we �nd interesting on its own, and whihwill be useful in setion. 5Observation 17 Given a split graph G = (V;E) and a vertex x with a set of neighbors Nx � V in G,all possible minimal split ompletions of Gx = (V [ fxg; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg), where all �ll edges areinident to x, have the same number of edges.Proof. As an be seen in Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion and the proof of Lemma 16, either wehave to make x adjaent to all verties of C, in whih ase the minimal ompletion is unique, or we haveto make x adjaent to all verties of C and all but one verties of Q, in whih ase all minimal ompletionshave the same number of �ll edges.
9



4.2.2 Edge deletionIn this setion we handle the ase when an edge ab is removed from G. We all the resulting graph G�aband we give an algorithm to ompute a minimal split deletion G0 of G�ab and its 3-partition when removingab does not keep the graph split. Remember that the edges are deleted from only one the endpoint ofab. Using our data struture we an perform the minimal split deletion in time O(minfdG(a); dG(b)g),while, if G�ab, it is easy to show that the 3-partition an be updated in onstant time.Algorithm: Minimal-edge-deletionInput: A split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition V = S + C +Q, and an edge ab 2 EOutput: A minimal split deletion (maximal split subgraph) G0 of G�ab = (V;E n fabg) and the3-partition V = S0 + C 0 +Q0 of G0.! = !(G);If Q is a lique then (1)F� = fav j v 2 S ^ av 2 Eg;S0 = S [ fag; Q0 = ;; and C 0 = C n fag [Q;ElseIf Q is an independent set then (2)Let q be a vertex in Q;F� = fav j v 2 (S [Q n f qg) ^ av 2 Eg;S0 = S [ fag [ (Q n fqg); Q0 = ;; and C 0 = (C n fag) [ fqg;ElseIf Q is empty thenF� = fav j v 2 S ^ av 2 Eg;W = fx j x 2 S nNG(a) ^ dG(x) = ! � 1g;If jW j = 0 then (3a)S0 = S [ fag; Q0 = ;; C 0 = C n fag;ElseIf d(b) > ! then (3b)S0 = S nW [ fag; Q0 =W ;C 0 = C n fag;ElseIf W = fsg and d(b) = ! then (3)S0 = (S n fsg) [ fag; Q0 = fb; sg; C 0 = C n fa; bg;EndIfG0 = (V;E n fabg n F�);Theorem 18 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with its 3-partition and an edge ab 2 E, aminimal split deletion G0 of G�ab = (V;E n fa; bg) and the 3-partition of G0 an be omputed in timeO(minfdG(a); dG(b)g) if G�ab is not split, or O(1) otherwise.Proof. We an hek whether the graph is split after the deletion in onstant time by Lemma 13. If so, itmeans that ab annot belong to C and G0 = G�ab, so that its 3-partition an be omputed in onstant time.Notie, in fat, that when removing an edge ab from G only the endpoints must be moved unless: eitherthe split partition of G is unique while the one of Gx is not (meaning that the degree of the endpoint ofab belonging to C is !(G)); or !(G0) = !(G)� 1. In the �rst ase we need to move all verties of S withdegree !(G)� 1 to Q0, and sine Q = ;, by Lemma 14 we an do it in onstant time. In the seond asewe know that Q was a lique and either a; b 2 Q or ab was between C and Q. When removing an edgefrom Q, if jQj = 2, we need to move all verties of S with degree !(G)� 2 to Q0, otherwise, if jQj > 2 weneed to move all verties in Q n fa; bg to C 0. In both ases we an perform the update in onstant timeby Lemma 14. In the last ase, when a 2 Q and b 2 C (or vie versa), we need to move Q n fag to C 0,again in onstant time by Lemma 14.If G�ab is not split, then we apply Algorithm Minimal-edge-deletion, and delete a minimal set of edgesinident to a (everything still holds by symmetry if onsidering b) in order to get G0. In this ase both aand b belong to C, so after the deletion they are not adjaent. Besides, the lique size dereases alwaysby one unless the partition of G is unique and there is at least a vertex of degree !(G)� 1 in S nN(a).10



This means that b always remains in C 0 or it goes into Q0 only if its only neighbor outside C is the uniquevertex of degree !(G)� 1 in S nN(a), so that Q0 must be a lique. In every ase a an belong only to S0,hene all edges to its neighbors in S, and possibly to jQj � 1 neighbors in Q if Q is an independent set,must be removed. All these ases are overed by the algorithm. Given the ases, it is easy to hek thatthe new split partition is orret and that the split deletion is minimal by Theorem 10 sine all vertiesthat were inident to a deleted edge end up in S0.For the running time analysis we need to prove that every ase of Algorithm Minimal-edge-deletionan be exeuted in O(dG(a)) time. Remember that a; b 2 C so they are adjaent to all verties of C [Q.To �nd F�, and update the degree of the verties involved in the deletion, takes O(dG(a)) time, beausewe always delete edges to verties in the neighborhood of a in G.In ase 1a and 2a, we an move Q respetively to C 0 or S0, in O(1) time, by Lemma 14. Notie that inases 3a, 3b and 3, F� is the same, so it does not depend on the If ondition. Hene, in O(dG(a)) time,we an �nd F�, remove these edges from G, and update the degree lists of the sets of the 3-partitionaordingly, without moving any vertex from a set to another. Now the urrent sets Q, S and C are nota orret 3-partition of G0, but to make them right we need to move only W , a and possibly b, to othersets. However, F� is exatly the set of edges from a to S, and sine we removed them and updated alldegree lists, now there annot be verties with degree !(G)� 1 in S that were neighbors of a. Hene Wis exatly the degree list L!(G)�1 of the urrent S. This means that we an apply Lemma 14 to all ases3a, 3b, 3 and 3d, updating the 3-partition in onstant time, after we removed F�.Sine we proved that eah ase an be exeuted in O(dG(a)) time and we an hoose in onstant timethe endpoint of ab with minimum degree, the theorem follows.4.2.3 Vertex deletionRemoving a vertex x 2 V from a split graph G = (V;E), always keeps the graph split. Therefore inthis setion we are only interested in showing that the running time of the orresponding update an beperformed in time O(dG(v)). In order to ahieve this running time we show that there exists an orderof the edges inident to x suh that, if these edges are deleted in that order, the resulting graph remainssplit after eah edge removal. We all suh an order a good edge deletion order. Suh result is interestingon its own and allows us to remove a vertex just running dG(x) times the edge removal algorithm, thusgetting the desired running time.Lemma 19 Given a split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition V = S+C +Q, and a vertex x 2 Q[S, anyorder of the edges inident to x is a good edge deletion order.Proof. We know that there exists a split partition V = I +K of G suh that x is in I (there is alwaysat least one vertex of Q that an be moved to I , so we an always hoose x). Sine all edges inident tox are then between the independent set and the lique, they an be removed in any order, and the graphwill be split after eah removal.Lemma 20 Given a split graph G = (V;E), its 3-partition V = S + C + Q, and a vertex x 2 C, thefollowing is a good edge deletion order of the edges inident to x: First remove edges between x and itsneighbors in S, then remove edges between x and its neighbors in Q, and �nally remove edges between xand its neighbors in C.Proof. Let v0; v1; :::; vk be the neighbors of x in G, listed aording to the edge deletion order desribed inthe lemma. Let G0 = G, and Gi be the result of deleting edge xvi�1 from Gi�1, and let V = Si+Ci+Qibe the 3-partition of Gi, for 1 � i � k + 1. We have to show that when we delete edge xvi from splitgraph Gi, the resulting graph Gi+1 is split for eah i 2 f0; 1; :::; kg. By Lemma 13, this is equivalent toshowing that x and vi do not both belong to Ci.Let us assume for the sake of ontradition that at some step i, both x and vi belong to Ci, and leti be the �rst suh step. In this ase, we show that vi belongs to S [ Q. Sine all verties of S [ Q are11



ordered before all verties of C among the endpoints of edges inident to x, if x has any neighbors inGi belonging to S [ Q, then vi 2 S [ Q. Assume on the ontrary that x has no neighbors belonging toS [Q in Gi. Let j < i be the �rst step where vj belongs to C. Observe that the degree of eah vertex ofC remains unhanged until step j, and the size of the maximum lique an only have dereased. Thusevery vertex of C belongs to Cj . Sine in Gj , x has no neighbors outside of Cj , x does not belong toCj . By Lemma 19, we an remove eah remaining edge inident to x, ontraditing the assumption thatx and vi both belong to Ci at some later step i. Thus we an onlude that vi 2 S [ Q. It follows thatdG(vi) � !(G)�1, but sine now vi belongs to Ci, it means also that dGi(vi) � !(Gi) and !(Gi) < !(G).On the other hand, the size of the maximum lique annot derease more than one sine we remove edgesinident only to one vertex, so !(Gi) � !(G) � 1. We an then onlude that !(Gi) = !(G) � 1 andtherefore dG(vi) = !(G) � 1, so either vi 2 S and Q = ;, or vi 2 Q. In the �rst ase, before step i, wehave removed only edges inident to verties of S, meaning that the size of the maximum lique annothave dereased, so we have a ontradition. In the latter ase, we also onsider that sine x 2 Ci, itmust have a neighbor y outside Ci. However dGi(y) = dG(y) < dGi(vi) = dG(vi) = !(G) � 1, meaningthat y 2 S and we should have deleted the edge inident to y before the one inident to vi, so we have aontradition again.Theorem 21 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with its 3-partition and a vertex x 2 V , the3-partition of G[V n fxg℄ an be omputed in time O(dG(x)).Proof. We �rst ompute a good edge deletion order of NG(x) in time O(dG(x)). It is enough to reatea list (or an array of size d(x)) and san the adjaeny list of x at most three times, adding to the list ateah iteration the neighbors of x in one of the three sets S, Q, and C in this order. In setion 4.2.2 weshowed that it takes onstant time to remove one edge from a split graph if the removal keeps the graphsplit, and sine we run suh algorithm dG(x) times, the theorem follows.4.2.4 Edge additionIn this setion we over the last operation, namely adding an edge ab to a split graph G. We all theresulting graph Gab. Using the results of the previous setion we an easily show that omputing aminimal split ompletion G0 of Gab and its 3-partition an be done in time O(maxfdG0(a); dG0(b)g) whenwe are given the 3-partition of G. Also, if Gab is still split, then G0 = Gab and its 3-partition an beomputed in onstant time.Theorem 22 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with its 3-partition, and a pair of verties a; b 2 Vsuh that ab =2 E, a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gab = (V;E [ fabg) and the 3-partition of G0 an beomputed in time O(maxfdG0(a); dG0(b)g) when Gab is not split, or O(1) time otherwise.Proof. We an hek in onstant time whether Gab is split or not by Lemma 12. If so, also the updatean be done in onstant time. If the added edge does not inrease the size of the maximum lique, thenthe only a�eted verties are a and b, unless the split partition beomes unique, meaning that we addedthe edge between S and Q and Q is an independent set of size at least one. Assume b 2 Q, then wehave to move Q n fbg to S0 and b to C 0. We an do this in onstant time by Lemma 14. If adding abinreases the size of the maximum lique, it means that we added the edge between two verties of Q(that is therefore an independent set) or between a vertex of S of degree !(G) � 1 and C. In the �rstase we have to situations: Q = 2, so after the addition we might need to move all verties of C that havedegree !(G) to Q0; or jQj > 2, so we need to move Q n fa; bg to S0. For both we an apply Lemma 14and perform the update in onstant time. In the latter ase we know that G has a unique split partition,hene Q = ;. After adding the edge we need to move the endpoint that was in S and all verties in Cwith degree !(G) to Q0. Again, by Lemma 14, also this update an be done in onstant time.Let us onsider the ase when Gab is not a split graph. Then we an simply remove an endpoint of abfrom the graph, let us say a, in time O(dG(a)) by Theorem 21, and put it bak with the new edge. At12



this point we an use Theorem 16 to obtain a minimal split ompletion G0 of Gab in time dG0(a). Notiethat sine in this ase both a and b belong to S, their degree is at most !(G) � 1. Also, the one thatwe deide to omplete, namely a, will have to belong to C 0, so it will have a degree at least !(G) in G0.Hene dG0(a) � dG0(b) and the Lemma follows.5 Minimum split ompletions and deletionsIn this setion we will show that it is possible to ompute, in linear time, a minimum split ompletionof a split graph plus one vertex, when adding suh vertex does not keep the graph split. We give also asimilar result for minimum split ompletions of split graphs plus one edge and minimal split deletion ofsplit graph minus one edge.Lemma 23 Let G = (V;E) be a split graph with 3-partition V = S + C +Q, x =2 V and Nx � V suhthat Gx = (V; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg) is not split. If there exists a minimum split ompletion of Gx withsome �ll edges inident to x, then there exists a minimum ompletion of Gx where all the �ll edges areinident to x.Proof. Let G0 be a minimum split ompletion of Gx, with 3-partition V [ fxg = S0 + C 0 + Q0. Letus assume that there are some �ll edges inident to x. Then x must belong to C 0 by Theorem 8. Letus assume that there is at least another �ll edge yz in C 0 not inident to x. Then we an show thatQ0 = ;. If Q0 is an independent set of size at least 2, then there exists a C4 fy; z; q1; q2g in G, whereq1; q2 2 Q. So Q is a lique and both y and z must have a neighbor in S0 by Lemma 5. If they havetwo distint neighbors, there is a 2K2 in G, and if they have more than one ommon neighbor, there isa C4. Hene they have exatly one ommon neighbor w and Q = ; or there would be a C4 in G. Also,for one of y or z, let us say z, w must the only neighbor in S0. Assume now that w is not universal forC 0 n fxg. Then there is a vertex v 2 C 0 n fxg not inident to w, with at least a neighbor s 2 S0. We knowthat vz annot be a �ll edge or fs; v; w; zg indues a 2K2 in G. This fores yv to be a real edge as well,or there would be a C5 indued by fs; y; w; z; vg if s is inident to y, or a 2K2 indued by fw; y; s; vgotherwise. However if both vz and yv are not �ll edges, fw; z; v; yg indues a C4 in G. We an onludethat w must be universal for C 0 n x. At this point we an add the �ll edge xw, swith z with w, so thatC 0 = C 0 n fzg [ fwg and S0 = S0 n fwg [ fzg, and remove yz, getting a split ompletion with at most asmany �ll edges as before. In partiular all the �ll edges must now be inident to x. Assume this is nottrue, then we should be able to argue again that there exists another vertex in S0 universal for C 0 n fxg,but this is a ontradition. No vertex in S0 n fzg is inident to w and z is not inident to y.Also from Lemma 17, we know that all minimal ompletions where all �ll edges are inident only tox, are equivalent, so we an just onsider any one of them.Theorem 24 Given a split graph G = (V;E) with 3-partition V = S + C + Q, a vertex x =2 V , a setNx � V , and the knowledge that Gx = (V; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg) is not split, a minimum set of �ll edgesthat added to Gx makes it split again, is the smallest between the following two possible sets of �ll edgesF1 and F2:1. If Nx \ S 6= ;, Q is a lique and jNx \Qj � jQj � 1, let q 2 Q nNx, then:� F1 = fxv j v 2 (C nNx) [Q n fqgg� F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ S ^ v 2 (C [Q n fqg [ (Nx \ S)) ^ sv =2 EgFor the remaining ases let F1 = fxv j v 2 C ^xv =2 Eg, X = fv j v 2 C nNx^N(v)\S � Nx\Sg,and  an element of X of minimum degree.2. Nx \ S 6= ;, Q is a lique and Nx \Q = Q:� F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ S ^ v 2 (C n fg [Q [ (Nx \ S)) ^ sv =2 Eg13



3. Nx \ S 6= ; and Q is an independent set:� If Q nNx = ;:F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ (S [Q) ^ v 2 C n fg [ (Nx \ (S [Q)) ^ sv =2 Eg� Else:F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ (S [Q) ^ v 2 C [ (Nx \ (S [Q)) ^ sv =2 EgProof. By Lemma 23, we know that we an onsider only two types of ompletions: one where all �lledges are inident to x and one where all �ll edges are in G. For the �rst kind, thanks to Observation17, we an use the minimal ompletions de�ned in Setion 4 obtaining the sets F1 in the statement.For the seond kind we will show a minimum way to modify the 3-partition of G into a new partitionV = C 0+S0+Q0 , so that, when adding x, one of the onditions of Theorem 11 is satis�ed. In partiular,if jNxj � !(G)�1 we have to try and satisfy either ondition 1 or 2 of Theorem 11, beause adding edgesto G an only inrease the maximum lique size. Notie also that, sine we give a minimum set of edgesto add to G, when adding x to G0 we will automatially get a minimal ompletion of Gx.First of all we prove that if jNxj > !(G) � 1, it is always possible to hoose safely the set F1 as theminimum. In this ase, in order to satisfy ondition 1 or 2 of Theorem 11 adding edges to G, a neessaryondition is that all neighbors of x belongs to C 0[Q0 and they are in the same lique. Let us assume thatjF1j > 1 or we an always hoose F1. This means that if Q is a lique, then Nx \ S � 2, so we have tomake Nx \S into a lique and add at least two edges between Nx \S and C [Q. If Q is an independentset, then jNx \ (S [ Q)j � 3 and we have to make Nx \ (S [Q) into a lique. However in the �rst asejF1j � j(C[Q)nNxj = !(G)� (jNxj�jNx\Sj) � jNx\Sj � (jNx\Sj2�jNx\Sj)=2+2 and in the latterjF1j = jC nNxj = !(G)�1�(jNxj�jNx\(S[Q)j) < jNx\(S[Q)j � (jNx\(S[Q)j2�jNx\(S[Q)j)=2.Therefore we an always onsider F1 to be the smallest set. In order to satisfy ondition 3 or 4 of Theorem11 adding edges to G, instead, neessary onditions are that Nx\C 0 = C 0 and also jNx\Q0j � jQ0j�1 ifQ0 is a lique. Assume x is not adjaent to at least 2 adjaent verties in u; v 2 C[Q, or we have jF1j = 1.This means that in the new 3-partition: neither u nor v an belong to C 0, otherwise Nx \ C 0 6= C 0; theyannot both belong to S0 sine they are onneted, and they annot both belong to Q0 beause then Q0would be a lique and Nx \Q0 � jQ0j � 2 violating ondition 3. Hene exatly one of them must be in Q0and the other one in S0. However this leads to a ontradition beause there annot be edges between S0and Q0. For the rest of the proof we an therefore onsider only the ase when jNxj � !(G)� 1, so thatwe always have the neessary ondition that Nx is a lique in G0 and Nx � C 0 [Q0.Case 1: Nx \ S 6= ;, Q is a lique and Nx \Q � jQj � 1. In this ase the ompletion F1 orrespondsto ase 1a of Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion. Let us see how to add a minimum set of �ll edgesF2 to G in order to get a new graph G0 with 3-partition V = C 0 + S0 +Q0. If Q0 is a lique, at most onevertex from (C [Q) nNx might not belong to the lique C 0 [Q0, otherwise, if Q0 is an independent set,at most one vertex from (C [Q) nNx might not belong to the lique C 0. Hene a neessary ondition isto make ((C [Q) n fqg)[ (Nx \S) into a lique where q 2 (C [Q) nNx. We an always hoose q to be avertex of Q nNx, that exists by assumption, minimizing the number of �ll edges used. Notie that doingthis, the neessary ondition is also suÆient. All the neighbors of x are in C 0 [ Q0, in partiular eitherQ0 is a lique and Q0 = Nx\S or Q0 is an independent set with Q0 = (Nx \S)[fqg, where jNx\Sj = 1.We an summarize this ase as follows: F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ S ^ v 2 (C [Q n fqg [ (Nx \ S)) ^ sv =2 Eg.Case 2: Nx \ S 6= ;, Q is lique (or empty) and Nx \Q = Q. In this ase, F1 orresponds to ase 1bof Algorithm Minimal-vertex-ompletion. For F2 we proeed as in the previous point, but now we musthave Q � C 0[Q0. Hene, if there is a vertex in C [Q that might not belong to C 0[Q0 if Q0 is a lique orto C 0 if Q0 is an independent set, it must ome from C nNx. Also this vertex should not have neighborsin S nNx. Among the ones satisfying these properties, we an hoose the one with the smallest degree,in order to minimize the �ll edges we need to add. Let us all suh vertex , if it exists, and de�ne theset F2 as: F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ S ^ v 2 (C n fg [Q [ (Nx \ S)) ^ sv =2 Eg.Case 3: Nx \ S 6= ; and Q is an independent set. In this ase, F1 orresponds to ase 2 of AlgorithmMinimal-vertex-ompletion. For F2, we know that Nx \ (S [Q) must be made into a lique and we have14



similar situations as in Case 1. If Q0 is a lique, then j(C 0[Q0)\Cj � jCj�1, otherwise jC 0\Cj � jCj�1.However if Q nNx 6= ;, then we must have C � (C 0 [Q0) and C � C 0 respetively. Notie, in fat, thatif there exists q 2 Q n Nx, it would be adjaent to all C. Thus, if we hoose a vertex  2 C notto be in C 0 [ Q0 when Q0 is a lique or not to be in C when Q0 is an independent set, we must haveQnNx � C 0[Q0 or QnNx � C 0. However it is always at least as onvenient to make  adjaent to exatlyS \Nx, so that it belongs to C 0 [ Q0 or C 0 respetively. In this ase F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ (S [ Q) ^ v 2C [ (Nx \ (S [Q)) ^ sv =2 Eg. When Q nNx = ;, instead, as in the previous Case we an pik a vertex 2 C nNx with neighbors only in Nx \ S and smallest degree, and make (Nx \ (S [Q)) [C n fg into alique, getting F2 = fsv j s 2 Nx \ (S [Q) ^ v 2 C n fg [ (Nx \ (S [Q)) ^ sv =2 Eg.Theorem 25 Given a split graph G = (V;E), a vertex x =2 V , and a set Nx � V , a minimum splitompletion H of Gx = (V; E [ fxy j y 2 Nxg) an be omputed in O(jV j+ jEj) time.Proof. What we need to ompute is: The 3-partition of G; The minimum set of �ll edges; The graphH . We will show that eah of them an be omputed in time at most O(jV j+ jEj).The 3-partition of G, that an be omputed in O(jV j+ jEj) time as desribed in Setion 4.1. Then,�nding out whih is the smallest set between F1 and F2, an be also done in linear time sine it requiresonly to ompute the intersetions between Nx and the sets of the 3-partition of G. For eah vertex vinident to a �ll edge it does not take more than dH(v) to �nd out to whih verties it must be madeadjaent. Notie now that jFminj � jF1j � jV j, hene H has at most jEj + jV j edges, meaning thatPv2V dH (v) = O(jV (H)j+ jE(H)j) = O(jV j+ 1 + jEj+ jV j) = O(jV j+ jEj).Finding the minimum split ompletion of a split graph plus one edge is a speial ase of the vertexaddition.Theorem 26 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with its 3-partition V = S + C + Q, and a pairof verties a; b 2 V suh that ab =2 E, a minimum split ompletion G0 of Gab = (V;E [ fabg) an beomputed hoosing to minimally omplete the endpoint of ab with highest degree.Proof. Let us de�ne G�a = G[V n fag℄, with 3-partition V n fag = Sa+Ca +Qa. Then the proof followsby applying Theorem 24 to G�a when adding bak a with adjaenies Na = NG(a)[ fbg. Notie, in fat,that in G�a , either Na \ Sa = fbg or Na \ Sa = ; beause b 2 Qa. In the �rst ase we apply either ase1,2 or 3 of Theorem 24, and sine Na \ Sa = fbg, hoosing between F1 and F2 redues to hoosing thevertex of maximum degree between a and b. In the latter ase, a vertex of s 2 S an move to Qa afterthe removal of a, only if: G had a unique partition, a had exatly one neighbor  2 C of degree !(G) anddG(s) = !(G)� 1. In this situation Qa = fg [W , where W = fs 2 S j dG(s) = !(G)� 1g. This meansthat if b 2 Qa, all previous onditions applied and b 2 W . Also Sa \ Na = ;, Qa is an independent setand Qa \Na = fb; g, so ondition 4 of Theorem 24 applies, and again the hoie is redued to hoosingthe vertex of maximum degree between a and b.From Theorem 26 and Theorem 22 we get the following.Theorem 27 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with its 3-partition V = S + C + Q, and a pairof verties a; b 2 V suh that ab =2 E, a minimum split ompletion G0 of Gab = (V;E [ fabg) an beomputed in O(maxfdG0(a); dG0(b)g) time.A minimal split deletion of a split graph minus one edge an be seen as a minimal split ompletion ofthe omplement graph plus the edge, so the following result is straightforward.Theorem 28 Given a split graph G = (V;E) together with its 3-partition, and an edge ab 2 E, aminimum split deletion (split subgraph with the maximum number of edges) G0 of G�ab = (V;E n fabg)an be omputed in time O(minfdG(a); dG(b)g).Proof. By symmetry with Theorem 26, it an be proven that the minimum deletion an be obtainedhoosing the endpoint with lowest degree of the edge that has been deleted. Hene the theorem followsfrom Theorem 18. 15



6 Conluding remarksIn this paper we showed how to implement eÆiently some dynami operations to maintain a graph split.These operations an be used to design many useful inremental algorithms on split graphs, that an runin the same time as the orresponding stati algorithms. In partiular, if the user does not want to repairthe graph when a modi�ation does not keep it split, we automatially get a fully dynami algorithmfor split graphs with optimal running time for eah operation (therefore mathing the algorithm given in[24℄). For example, using just the vertex addition operation, we an hek whether a graph is split in timeO(n +m), and furthermore, if it is not, we an easily give a forbidden subgraph as a erti�ate withinthe same time, just implementing the proof of Theorem 11. This give a simple linear time erti�ationalgorithm for split graphs. At the same time, if the graph is not split, we an minimally repair it at eahvertex addition, produing a minimal split ompletion of the input graph in time O(n +m+ jF j). Theminimality of eah step is guaranteed by Algorithm Minimal-Vertex-Addition, while the minimality forthe output graph follows from a property of hereditary graph families that is well disussed in [18℄. Thisproperty guarantees that a minimal ompletion into an hereditary graph family with the universal vertexproperty (adding a universal vertex to a graph in the family, produe a graph still in the family) an beobtained in an inremental way. The only requirement is to make sure that when adding a new vertex tothe graph, the urrent ompletion is minimal and all �ll edges are inident to the new vertex. Being splitgraph self-omplementary, it is not very diÆult to design a similar algorithm for minimal split deletionusing the again the vertex inremental approah.In addition, let us we de�ne the graph lasses split+kv, split+ke and split�ke to be the lassesontaining the graphs that an be obtained from a split graph respetively adding k verties, adding kedges and removing k edges. For k = 1 we an give a erti�ation algorithm and an algorithm to omputethe minimum split ompletion or eah of these lasses. Both algorithms run in linear time in the size ofthe input. This kind of graph lasses are often referred to as parametrized graph lasses and algorithmsfor reognizing them or solving problem on them are well studied topis in the literature (see for example[8, 26, 32, 33℄). In partiular there is a reognition algorithm for parametrized split graphs that runs inpolynomial time [8℄, but neither a linear nor a ertifying one. To obtain the ertifying algorithm, we usethe inremental ertifying algorithm for split graphs. We explain in detail the algorithm for split+1v.We start heking whether the graph is split adding a vertex at the time, and when we �nd a forbiddensubgraph, we branh on eah of its verties, running again the split ertifying algorithm on the graphminus one of them. If for at least one of suh verties the graph minus this vertex is split, we an answeryes and return suh vertex. Otherwise we answer no and we give as erti�ate the �rst forbidden subgraphwe found and all the others we found after the branhing. Sine the largest forbidden subgraph is a C5,we need to run the linear time ertifying algorithm for split graph at most 6 times, hene giving a linearrunning time. For split+1e and split�1e, we use exatly the same tehnique, but we branh on the edgesof the forbidden subgraph, rather than the verties. One we an reognize whether a graph is eithersplit+1v, split+1e or split�1e and we know whih vertex or edge we need to add/remove to make thegraph split again, the result for minimum split ompletions follows by Theorems 25, 27 and 28.Referenes[1℄ G. Ausiello, G.F. Italiano, A. Marhetti-Spaamela, and U. Nanni. Inremental Algorithms forMinimal Length Paths. Pro. ACM-SIAM Symp. on Disrete Algorithms, 12{21, 1990.[2℄ A. Brandst�adt and V.B. Le. Split-Perfet Graphs: Charaterizations and Algorithmi Use. SIAMJ. Disrete Math., 17-3:341{360, 2004.[3℄ A. Brandst�adt and V.B. Le and J.P. Spinrad. Graph Classes: a Survey. SIAM Monographs onDisrete Mathematis and Appliations, 1999.[4℄ Z. Bl�azsik, M. Hujter, A. Pluh�ar and Z. Tuza. Graphs with no indued C4 and 2K2. DisreteMathematis, 115:51{55, 1993. 16
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